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 ven Lacanche
O
Rangehood/
canopy Schweigen
Refrigerator
Liebherr
Sink Ceramic
Taps Perrin & Rowe

Use a timber benchtop on the island to create a special visual touch in a
traditional space.
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 oors Hotham
D
profile
Panels Hotham
profile
Mouldings Ogee
Internal Hardware
Soft-closing drawers
Benchtop Stone
and timber
Splashback Tiles
Kickboards
Landhaus
Floor Baltic pine

Classic
cuisine
A traditional kitchen
with a taste of the
contemporary
Steding Interiors and Joinery is a business
partnership built on a foundation of strong moral
principles, high standards and great expectations.
With the skill, craftsmanship and appreciation
for quality and detail that were acquired and
developed in Europe, they have the knowledge
and ability to bring to clients something unique,
exquisite and, more importantly, exactly what
they want.
The kitchen that Steding Interiors and Joinery
had to work with lacked space, storage and was
tired. While it was cosy, it certainly wasn’t the
homeowners’ dream kitchen. The clients wanted
a traditional kitchen in the Steding Landhaus
design style.
Made out of solid timber, the cabinets will stand
the test of time and will survive a growing family.
The colours chosen for the kitchen cabinets attract
the natural light that flows through the window
and makes the kitchen come to life.
Using natural materials throughout the design
made this kitchen unique and balanced out the
appliances that are all the latest models. Wood
has been used in different shades on the floor,
the benchtops and the window frame, which
look fantastic and keep to the traditional style
of the kitchen.
A gas hob and a stainless-steel refrigerator have
been used in the kitchen to harmonise with the
classic look while providing a contemporary feel,
and giving the clients all the comforts of a modern
house with the design they wanted.
Overall, the kitchen has been transformed into
a modern design with classic trimmings that any
family would be happy to prepare a meal in.
The kitchen was designed and built by
steding interiors and joinery
Factory 2, 111 Elm Park Drive,
Hoppers Crossing Vic 3029
Phone (03) 9748 3800
Email info@steding.com.au
Website www.steding.com.au
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